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Bone Marrow MSCs: introduction
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are a class of adult progenitor cells that can differentiate into various
mesenchymal lineages. They are normally isolated from bone marrow (BM) tissue. MSCs can help repair
and regenerate a variety of mesenchymal tissues such as bone, cartilage, muscle, and bone marrow stroma.
These cells produce growth factors and cytokines that can help repair human tissues[1].
Preclinical and clinical studies show that the main mechanism
underlying the therapeutic benefits is related to paracrine
effects such as the facilitation of angiogenesis, the
prevention of apoptosis, suppression of inflammation and the
modulation of extracellular matrix dynamics. When tissues
or cells have been damaged, the MSCs activate or suppress
the immune system in order to control the entire tissue
regeneration process. This is because mesenchymal cells are
able to regulate IS components such as macrophages and
neutrophils[2].

METHODS:
Friedenstein et al. [3] were the first to isolate MSCs from bone marrow. Friedenstein’s method is currently a
standard protocol for the isolation of BM-MSCs. The highest concentration of MSCs obtained from bone
marrow aspirate is found in the posterior iliac crest [5]. Sampling more than 1 ml of bone marrow from a single
site reduces the quality of the aspirate: to increase the proportion of MSCs, many studies concentrate the
bone marrow aspirate (BMA) by centrifugation, thus forming bone marrow concentrate (BMC)[4].
The main disadvantages of using a centrifuge are:
• a total processing time, including suction, of about 20 minutes
• centrifugation is carried out outside the sterile field
• substantial aspiration of peripheral blood, resulting in a significant reduction
in connective tissue progenitor cell counts [6][7].
• separation by density gradient centrifugation cannot distinguish between
nucleated cells in the peripheral blood (which contain very few stem/progenitor
cells) and progenitor cells in the bone marrow[6].
• centrifugation involves additional handling steps and increases the possibility
of contamination [8].
• up to 40% of mesenchymal stem cells may die because of the spinning
• requires significantly more aspirate (around 10 times more compared to MARROW-STEM device).
Another important aspect concerns the device used to harvest the bone marrow: conventional trocars
aspirate from the distal tip of the device, and have several disadvantages:
• involve the sampling of a greater volume from a single site, or sampling from
multiple angles, which increases patient morbidity.
• cause excess peripheral blood contamination
• diminish cellular yield
• require additional manipulation steps (centrifugation required)
• the cannula retraction causes spongious bone channels breakage
• only a limited number of cells MSCs stay into the spongious marrow trabeculae
• trocar with both open distal tip and side holes are not efficient since peripheral
blood has got a significant lower viscosity than bone marrow and syringe pressure
doesn’t help the marrow collection from side holes.
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Marrow-Stem innovative device
MARROW-STEM is a state-of-the-art technology designed to selectively aspirate mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs) from the hematopoietic bone marrow, with minimal contamination of sinusoidal peripheral
blood. This is due to an innovative, micrometric myeloaspiration system that uses nozzles positioned along
the entire circumference of the Trocar, which is closed at the distal end. The structure of this device means
that, once it has got past the medullary cortex and joints in the bone marrow, it is possible to sample a greater medullary cellularity in the same aspirated volume than with similar devices, since the arrangement of the
suction holes prevents the sampling of peripheral blood and only samples medullary blood.
MARROW-STEM offers a one-step procedure by enabling the simultaneous collection of small samples taken
from multiple sites in the bone marrow, thus preserving the structure of the marrow itself and minimising
peripheral blood sampling, meaning that higher concentrations of mesenchymal progenitor cells can be
obtained [8].
MARROW-STEM is a single-use device that does not require a centrifuge for the selective harvesting of mesenchymal cells from the bone marrow. Due to the micrometric system for lateral aspiration and the closed
distal tip of the Trocar, cellular yield is optimised and peripheral blood contamination is minimised.
During the sampling process, the suction cannula gradually withdraws 1 cm with each complete rotation,
selectively collecting up 1 ml of mesenchymal cells only, from the lateral holes. The micrometric ferrule and
the mechanics of the device enable the precise repositioning of the lateral aspiration ports inside the medullary space. After each 1 to 2 ml sampling, the trocar handle is rotated 360° anticlockwise, which retracts the
device by approximately 1 cm from the body, and subsequent extractions are made from these new sites
in the medulla. This differs from extractions using a conventional, open-tip needle, which are taken from the
same insertion site each time.

MAIN FEATURES:
• ALL-IN-ONE DEVICE
• CENTRIFUGE FREE
• NO PROCESSING TIME: IMMEDIATELLY READY TO USE
• FASTER AND EASIER PROCEDURE
• 100% LATERAL ASPIRATION
• CLOSED & SEALED DISTAL TIP
• NO PERIPHERAL BLOOD CONTAMINATION
• HIGH CELLULAR YIELD RELATIVELY TO A REDUCED
QUANTITY OF MARROW ASPIRATE
• MICROMETRIC GEAR FOR A CONTROLLED CANNULA
RETRACTION
• POINT OF CARE THERAPY
• MINIMALLY INVASIVE PROCEDURE
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Validation test
INTRODUCTION
The device was qualified by proceeding in accordance with (EU) REGULATION 2017/745 OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL of 5 April 2017 concerning medical devices, which amends Directive
2001/83/EC, (EC) Regulation No. 178/2002 and (EC) Regulation No. 1223/2009, which repeals Council
Directives 90/385/EEC and 93/42/EEC, Legislative Decree 219/05 and the Ministerial Decree of 2 November
2015 on the subject of device qualification and process validation.

METHODS
Myeloaspirate samples were analysed using a flow cytometric
method, and the expression of the MSC markers (see table
and FACS image) was specifically quantified.
The bone marrow blood was processed as follows:
500ul blood were treated with ACK (Ammonium-ChloridePotassium) in order to lysate the red blood cells. After two
washes with PBS, the cell pellet was incubated for 15 min
at room temperature with the following mix of antibodies:
CD45 PB, CD3 Pe Cy7, CD90 APC, CD73 PE, CD105 FITC. The
combination of these antibodies enables detection of the
stromal component (CD73+, CD90+, CD105+) in the nonhematopoietic portion (CD45-, CD34-) of the marrow blood.
200ul blood was instead used as an unstained control.
After 2 washes in PBS + 2% FBS the samples were fixed in
PBS + 2% PFA and a reading taken on a flow cytometer (BO
Facs Canto) calibrated according to the standard criteria of
the OSR Facs facility (Fractal).

RESULTS
Post-superior iliac crest myeloaspiration procedures were performed on non-haemopathic orthopaedic
patients with preserved blood composition.
The volume of each sample was 2 ml. From an operational point of view, the device is undoubtedly user
friendly, easy and practical to use and safe for the operator, with minimal trauma to the patient.
The vital and measurable cellularity was over 60% of the total, of which over 85% were TNC (CD45+).
The cytofluorimeter analysis showed that the mesenchymal component constitutes 0.04% of the cells
analysed (see table).
SAMPLE
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Singlets (FSC-H-FSC-A)

72,70%

Live cells (SSC-A-FSC-A)

62,20%

hCD4Sneg CD34neg

13,80%

MSCs (CD90+CD73+CD105)

0,04%
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DISCUSSION
It should be considered that MSCs constitute a very rare
population in the marrow, approximately 0.001-0.1% of
mononuclear cells (Li H et al. lsolation and characterization
of primary bone marrow mesenchymal stromal cells. Ann N Y
Acad Sci. 2016). Therefore, the results observed were extremely
satisfactory, better than expected in the writer’s opinion, and
better than those observed when using other Selective aspiration
devices, as noted by the San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene
Therapy, the Orthopaedic Biotechnology Laboratory, and the
REGain - REgenerative Galeazzi lnstitute.
Furthermore, a comparative study shows that the use of Selective aspiration devices yields more than twice as
many fibroblast colony-forming units (CFU-f) per ml than bone marrow concentrate obtained by centrifugation.
The selective aspiration devices also resulted in a significantly lower peripheral blood contamination than the
sample obtained by centrifuge, and required considerably less preparation time and less aspirate.
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Conclusions
The results confirm:
1. The device’s capability to selectively harvest MSCs with a high percentage of cell viability;
2. The possibility offered by the arrangement of suction holes, which provides a high cellularity with
minimum volumes of myeloaspirate, thereby minimising trauma, a definite advantage in both
orthopaedics and haematology (e.g. bone marrow explants);
3. The safety and ease of use for the operator.
The results obtained suggest that new fenestrated trocars such as the MARROW-STEM device may be
more effective replacements for conventional bone marrow aspiration devices that rely on centrifuge-based
systems.
Conventional technologies typically result in the disposal of 35-65% of the cells and growth factors when
reduced in centrifuge-based systems during separation from the supernatant[9]. These cells and growth
factors are not removed by the MARROW-STEM device: the biological material produced by the device does
not require handling steps outside the sterile field, and the entire sample can be used.
Centrifuge-based systems require the bone marrow aspirate to be removed from the sterile field for
centrifugation. The final product then re-enters the sterile field following centrifugation and withdrawal of
the product. The option of keeping the product in the sterile field reduces the risk of infection for the patient
undergoing the procedure.
From an operational point of view, the device was found to be intuitive, easy and practical to use, safe for
the practitioner and minimally traumatic for the patient[10]. The design automatically repositions the suction
cannula and aspirates from the side ports over a wider geography of the bone marrow space, such that
consecutive 1ml aspirations can be performed.
This innovative device also minimises peripheral blood contamination. This also suggests that the MARROWSTEM device could provide even better results than BMAC alternatives as healthcare practitioners gradually
become more familiar and proficient in using the device.
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Our company

BPB MEDICA™ is an Italian manufacturing company specialized in the design,
production and marketing of high qualitative healthcare products for medical use
and medical-surgery devices.
BPB MEDICA™ was founded in 1999 by the Bellini family, boasting thirty year’s
experience in the biomedical sector. The founder, Carlo Bellini Sr., started the
business in 1968 and has passed down to his heirs ethics, integrity and spirit of
sacrifice. Today BPB MEDICA™ has leveraged its 50 years experience to develop
new innovative product lines, growing the company on international level.

EXPERIENCE

THE EARTHQUAKE:
BIOPSYBELL S.R.L.
FUNDATION:
Carlo Bellini Sr’s daughter founded Biopsybell
srl: “Biopsy” as the initial
core business and “Bell”
as Bellini family name.

MEDICAL BUSINESS
BEGINNING:
The founder, Carlo
Bellini Sr, started his
business in the medical
field, founding some
of the most important
companies of our
medical district
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The company was
damaged by an heavy
earthquake: the family
worked hard to keep
the production open.
After only 2 weeks from
the EQ was back in
business.

THIRD GENERATION
OF THE FAMILY:
Carlo Bellini, founder’s
nephew, joined the
company and focused
on export sales
development.

EXPORT
EXPANSION:
Export success: 41
foreign countries
served (35%TNR).

SPINE SURGERY:
Development and
launch of Spine
product line.
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A.R.T. LINE:
Development
and launch
of Assisted
Reproduction
product line.

NEW SITE:
The intensive
growth of the last
few years required
a new and bigger
production site.

REGENERATIVE &
ORTHO-BIOLOGICS:
Development and
launch of Regenerative
Medicine & OrthoBiologics product line.

EXPORT
ORIENTED:
70 countries
served (70%
TNR).

AESTHETIC LINE:
New production
line for Aesthetic
and Reconstructive
surgery.

Our company
BPB MEDICA’s™ philosophy is to grow alongside the needs of patients, doctors and
hospital staff in general. Backed by the experience acquired by the company’s specialized technical personnel and thanks to newly-adopted technologies, BPB MEDICA™
has quickly managed to make a name for itself on the domestic and international
markets.

70
COUNTRIES SERVED

BPB MEDICA™ provides painstaking service to its clientele and its primary aim is
product quality. The internal Regulatory and Quality Departments conducts rigorous
tests, from the raw materials to the equipment and the finished product. This allowed
the company to obtain CE, ISO 13485 and the establishment registration by FDA.
BPB MEDICA™ operates with high qualitative standards aimed at increasing customer
satisfaction through a continuous improvement regime. We conduct multiple quality
tests during the entire production process: this allows to reduce the production waste
and grant high quality products.
Thanks to the internal R&D Department BPB MEDICA™ conducts constant research
in the reference pathologies with an aim to ever better qualifying and improving its
production standards and aiding the development of new products.

OUR PRODUCT LINES

SPINE
SURGERY
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ORTHOBIOLOGICS

ASSISTED
REPRODUCTION

BIOPSY
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INTENSIVE
CARE

AESTHETIC

CLEAN ROOM
Manual & automatic assembly, packaging.

METAL REFINISHING DEPARTMENT
Cutting, grinding, sharpening, cleaning, echogenic marking, sealing, reduction.

MOULDING DEPARTMENT
Vertical and horizontal molding.

OUR SERVICES
QUALITY & REGULATORY DEP.
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OEM & PRIVATE LABEL SERVICES

Our primary aim is product quality and
provide painstaking service. Our regulatory
and quality teams conduct rigorous tests for
this purpose.

A la cart production, with customer’s brand
name and custom color. Full-service support
of Regulatory and Quality documentations.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING SUPPORT

Constant research in order to increase production and quality standards while developing new products.

Video tutorial, case report, presence at the
major medical congresses, organization of
training and courses.

PRODUCTION PROCESS CONTROL

PERMANENT STOCK

Complete manufacturing process carried out
internally, from design to final packaging.

Top selling items are always available in
stock and can be shipped within 24 hours.
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Contact us for further information:
BIOPSYBELL S.R.L.
Via Aldo Manuzio 24
41037 Mirandola – MO – ITALY
T. +39 0535 27850 – F. +39 0535 33526
C.F./P.Iva 02615000367
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BPB MEDICA
www.biopsybell.com
international1@biopsybell.it

